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Actionable Ima!e

M
y work across di"erent media – performance, 
video, photo!raphy, colla!e, sculpture, and 
installation – o#en deals with the precarious 
relationship between a human body and a set 
of objects, space, landscape or built 
environment. In this paper I will zoom in on a 
very small and specific area of the work, 
focusin! on the dissolution and 

discombobulation of the fi!ure as it is enacted and performed in my ima!e-
based colla!e works, discussin! how colla!e perform this disassembly, and 
re-assembly, of body-as-object / body-as-ima!e di"erently than the 
photo!raphic works.

In broad terms, my work lar!ely tends to revolve around the problem of 
embodyin! and capturin! or representin! various kinds of contradictory 
experiences: inconsistent and impossible strivin!s, irresolvable conflicts of 
intention and desire, uneasy or dysfunctional relational dynamics between 
bodies, objects and space…. Or to put it di"erently, the work tries to find 
ways to speak of various kinds of failures, stucknesses and excesses, of a 
!eneral “too-muchness” of experience, especially in relation to $-D modes of 
representation, which have to squeeze and compress lived experience with 
all of its complexities and contradictions and make them “fit the paper?”%& 

Time and a!ain, one of the central concerns of mine in re!ards to the 
body is the problem of presence – from quite concrete, specific questions of 
how body occupies space, how it relates to other objects, how it ne!otiates 
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  !" Chris Townsend describes a set 
of ima#es that Francesca 
Woodman took of a professional 
model employed at RISD while 
she was a student there. On one 
of the portraits, titled Charlie the 
Model #!, she wrote: “Charlie has 
been a model at R.I.S.D. for "$ 
years, I #uess he knows a lot 
about bein# fla%ened to fit the 
paper.” Another ima#e from the 
same series, Charlie the Model 
#", in which the model is shown 
holdin# a bi# sheet of white 
paper next to his naked body, is 
accompanied by Woodman’s 
note that says, “There is the 
paper and then there is the 
person.” In Chris Townsend, 
Francesca Woodman: Sca#ered 
in Space and Time (London: 
Phaidon Press, &!!'), &(.
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bein! there,… all the way to the wider, more abstracted questions of havin! a 
body in the first place and makin! sense of its physical nature, its objecthood, 
its limits and possibilities. The body in my work always appears fra!mented 
or altered, depicted in various sta!es of bein! discombobulated or multiplied, 
partly or entirely evacuated from the sta!in! area of the ima!e, or cau!ht in 
some form of transformation – either in the midst of transformation; or on 
its brink, or in its a#ermath. 

Second Life: Reuse and Recyclin!

I turned to colla!e when in my process of workin! with video and 
photo!raphy, I felt I was comin! up a!ainst certain restrictions in re!ards to 
the body. Workin! in a way that is performance based, the ran!e of 
possibilities for what you can deal with in photo!raphy, is always !oin! to be 
bound by what an actual body in actual space can do. Consequently, what 
can be represented in photo!raphy is limited by what is possible for the body 
to enact, and more so – what a particular body (my own) is able to enact. In 
colla!e the cate!ory of “what is possible” is ripped open because what can be 
shown is not restricted by what a body can do, or by the limitations of time 
and space and the laws of physics. As a form, colla!e o"ers a kind of freedom 
that photo!raphy cannot provide. So my works on paper initially emer!ed 
from a practical problem of tryin! to !et around the limitations of the body 
as a physical object. 

For Hybrids, one of my earliest colla!e works, I re-used fra!ments of the 
body from my existin! photo!raphic projects and combined them with 
ima!es of objects and elements of the built space, resultin! in 
representations of amal!amated creatures. All my subsequent ima!e-based 
colla!e works%$ essentially employ the same approach – usin! reprints, 
photocopies, cut-outs of parts of my photo!raphic ima!es. Rather than 
drawin! from the vast and inexhaustible sea of ima!es we are surrounded 
with in the culture, I chose early on to limit the universe of source material at 
my disposal by only minin! the pool of ima!es I had taken myself. Almost 
always, these ima!es have had a prior life (as photo!raphic ima!es or videos), 
thou!h some of them are ou'akes, selections that didn’t “make the cut” the 
first time. In a way, this workin! method and the self-imposed restriction of 
what resources are available can be seen as a form of deliberate exercise in 
restraint, workin! with a limited economy of means, and at the same time, as 
a pro!rammatic performance of self-recyclin!. 

By startin! with somethin! that is already a representation and then 
de!radin! it further (o#en printin! out photo!raphs at low resolution and 
then photocopyin! them), the works on paper – broadly speakin! – draw 
a'ention to the very inadequacy of representation in translatin! lived 
experience into ima!e. The ima!e in colla!e confronts you with a di"erent 
set of questions than the fi!urative photo!raphic ima!e proper: it is no 
lon!er about “what the ima!e is” (document of time past, trace or a residue 
of an event, an index of somethin! live), but about “what it can !et at.” The 
investi!ation !ets explicitly framed as an investi!ation into possibilities and 
limitations of representation; of what can be shown, what can be known, 
what can be known about the body and throu!h the body. Concretely, the 
investi!ation shi#s away from testin! and mappin! out the possibilities and 
limitation of action and encounter between body and space, towards teasin! 
out the possibilities of performance of and in ima!e itself.

  !& I’m makin# this distinction here 
as a #rowin# body of my recent 
work includes colla#es that are 
text based or that re-work the 
blank pieces of paper, which 
don't contain any ima#es or 
text.
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Some Bits: Collision and Violence of Colla!e

Broadly speakin!, colla!e, by its very virtue of mer!in! and compositin! of 
multiple ima!es into one, can be said to en!ender a sense of discord and 
disa!reement. Ima!e rendered in colla!e will physically – literally that is – 
embody multiple ima!es of which it consists, so it is always !oin! to be a 
thin! in-between: between (at least) two thin!s, between at least two 
surfaces, at least two planes. The severed ima!es or ima!e fra!ments that 
are the source material for the colla!e tend to point to the ori!inal context 
from which they had been taken, makin! palpable their displacement, 
relocation and the fact of their havin! been re-contextualised. 

Containin! elements of ima!es brou!ht from another place or from 
multiple other places, colla!e typically functions as a cacophony of 
references by maintainin! a precarious link to these other places and their 
sets of associations: associations o"ered by the ori!inatin! ima!es 
themselves, associations produced by the fact of the ori!inal ima!e’s 
displacement and severin!, and associations conjured by the amal!amation 
itself. Ima!e produced by colla!e is a bit of one thin! and a bit of another, 
but none fully or completely. Or else, it is a “new” thin! alto!ether, composed 
of severed elements of existin! thin!s. Steamin! from, and pointin! to, 
several places at once, the colla!e presents itself as a fi'in! form for an 
investi!ation of states of in-betweenness – of incomprehensible and 
irresolvable conditions, feelin!s, impulses, strivin!s – the representation of 
which, as I said at the start, has been one of on!oin! and central concerns in 
my practice.

Vlatka Horvat, Anatomies (!"), 
(!#), "##$. Colla!e on paper. 
Ima!es courtesy the artist.

Vlatka Horvat, Anatomije (!"), 
(!#), "##$., kola% na papiru, 
ljubazno&'u autorice.
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When tryin! to represent such experiences – strained presence, 
multiple and conflictin! desire, doubt, stuckness – a mode of representation 
further detached from lived experience then seems to me to be be!er suited, 
paradoxically perhaps, to speak about those experiences, than the mode of 
representation positioned closer to somethin! lived, i.e. photo!raphy. These 
un-representable aspects of lived experience, as I’m callin! them here, are 
o#en linked to the problems of materiality of the physical world and, 
concretely, the problem of the body: body unable to be in two places at once, 
unable to do somethin! and its opposite at the same time, unable to 
physically contain or be in control of its own impulses, sensations and 
experiences. At least doubly removed from what we understand as ‘life’, 
colla!e doesn’t try to represent anything in a direct way – by mirrorin!, 
reflectin! or simulatin! what it supposedly sees. Photo!raphy, by contrast – 
even when it tries to acknowled!e its own inability to deliver truth, 
authenticity and evidence of somethin! “real” (as in apparently staged 
photo!raphs for instance) – still to a lar!e de!ree relies on semblance, 
appearance or desire for equivalence with that which it depicts. Described by 
a conceptual artist Dou!las Huebler as a “dumb copyin! device,”%( 
photo!raphy as a medium, with its vocabulary and the tools inherent to it, 
does not lend itself to rupturin! the supposed correlation of what is 
represented to what can be seen, to exposin! the fiction of representation. 
Colla!e on the other hand, !oes about representation in fundamentally 
di"erent ways – ways that derive from its very nature as a composite and its 
basis in mer!in! disparate thin!s to!ether. In colla!e, “reality is represented 
as always constructed in representation.”%) 

Object rendered in colla!e form, and colla!e itself as object, undermines 
in a very visible and tan!ible sense a myth of wholeness. Even in its simplest 
incarnation, as a sin!le cut-out !lued onto a paper, colla!e will always be 
“one thin! on top of another” – a play of multiple fore!rounds and 
back!rounds. The points where one piece protrudes over another, or where 
two pieces overlap on the surface of the pa!e, or where incisions, cuts, folds, 
and tears are evident on the surface of a paper can be experienced with both 
visual and tactile senses. The seams and cuts on its face are discernable as 
visually perceptible lines where elements and parts can be seen as conjoined 
or connected – or else, where they appear to have failed to connect 
“properly.” These cut lines appear to have a corporeality that can be 
experienced as tactile experience – even if the sense of touch is only 
conjured in the mind’s eye. Interrupted in multiple places, where one thin! 
crosses another, interspersed with ja!!ed ed!es of one thin! over another, 
colla!e is revealed as an uneven, serrated landscape of indentations, furrows 
and !rooves. A territory that does not “come to!ether” in a seamless and 
happy-to-be-inte!rated kind of way, but that is instead a busy intersection, a 
ru!!ed zone where parts compete for space, stompin! over one another, and 
!e'in! stomped on, as layers of assertion on top of assertion are 
compounded on its plane. There is a rou!hness to the materiality of colla!e, a 
violence that emanates from its coarse physicality and the crowded 
referential jumble coexistin! on its surface. Associations and si!ns are 
brou!ht to!ether here from multiple other places, from which they had been 
violently removed (cut and torn) and !lued down to sit to!ether – conjoined, 
but disjointed. 

Literally a collision of parts, faces, surfaces and references, colla!e both 
epitomises and summons a state of chaos. “Grounded on excess and 
composed of irretrievable fra!ments and hoverin! si!ns,”%* colla!e arran!es 

  !) Quoted in Kate Bush, “The 
Latest Picture,” in Fo#le, The Last 
Picture Show, &'&.

  !( Bush, “The Latest Picture,” &'*.

  !* Elza Adamowicz, Surrealist 
Collage in Text and Image: 
Depicting the Exquisite Corpse 
(Cambrid#e: Cambrid#e 
University Press, "$$+), back 
cover copy.
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disparate elements into a bedlam where unrest and disquiet are the order of 
the day. Even when consistin! of cuts only – for instance when a sin!le 
ima!e has been physically intervened on without bein! mer!ed or joined 
with elements of another ima!e – a visible physical intervention of colla!e 
will always imply an act of rupture and disruption, or else an act of 
a'emptin! to fix a rupture / to undo the disruption.

Gestures central to colla!e as a medium su!!est a certain violence: the 
tearin! and the cu'in!, the re-placin! and the re-mixin!. Even !luin! and 
stickin!, which mi!ht in a di"erent economy be associated with care and 
repair, here take on a kind of a brutality as di"erent “bits” are assi!ned their 
place and fixed there, under a forceful insistence that they should stay where 
they have been put – which o#en means in a “wron! place” or in an 
incon!ruous relationships with other parts they mi!ht not have anythin! in 
common with. Even at a !lance, in a “purely visual” way, colla!e asserts itself 
as a kind of confrontation.

The key to readin! my move from photo!raphy to colla!e is to take into 
account that all my source material consists of my own photo!raphs. Some 
of this material has been used before in other work, i.e. it exists as work; 
some I mi!ht shoot specifically to use in works on paper. Further, all of my 
works on paper use the same ima!e in multiple incarnations, and many use 
only a single ima!e over and over a!ain as its source material. There is a real 
reduction in the visual vocabulary a"ected as a result – a visual poverty 
borne out of my use of a sin!le ima!e and out of the methods of multiplyin! 
it: photocopyin! or printin! on a black-and-white inkjet printer. It could be 
said that the “full potential” of colla!e as a medium evoked earlier !ets 
deliberately underutilised in my works on paper – in the sense that there is 

Vlatka Horvat, Body Chair (Charts), 
"##(., Colla!e on paper (a set of 
"). Ima!es courtesy the artist.

Vlatka Horvat, Tijelo stolica 
(mapa), "##(. kola% na papiru (set 
od "), ljubazno&'u autorice.
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no cacophony of references pointin! to di"erent contexts, no e"ort to brin! 
to!ether incon!ruent fra!ments from disparate sources. Instead, the 
foundation of each of my series of colla!es is a sin!le ima!e depictin! the 
same body, which repeatedly !ets copied, doubled, multiplied and re-
arran!ed, creatin! a discord out of a sin!le source.

Copies: De!raded, Further Removed

Re-photo!raphs, copies, reproductions are all re-presentations of another 
ima!e, and as such will be imbued with whatever their source ima!e is 
imbued with also. But because ima!es copied, re-printed and re-represented 
in my work are my own ima!es, there is no need to free them from their one-
time references in quite the same way. My own ima!es evoke no other 
context, apart from the context of my practice. As source ima!es, they are not 
culturally loaded, or coded, in the same ways as ima!es appropriated from 
advertisin! or film are, for instance. Without the burden of other cultural 
associations to contend with, what is brou!ht to the fore!round in my 
colla!es are the very !estures the ima!e of the body is bein! subjected to: the 
copyin!, the severin!, the alteration, the recombinin!, the multiplyin!; as well 
as the consequences of those !estures, which the ima!es both en!ender and 
depict: obliteration, defamiliarisin!, strippin!, displacement.

By bein! re-photo!raphed or re-printed, the ima!e of the body is in a 
sense bein! continually re-cycled and re-employed over and over in the 
work. Re-photo!raphin!, as artist Michal Rovner su!!ests, functions as a “a 
strate!y of removin! somethin! away from its identity, its locality, or 
specificness.”%+ It is worth pointin! out that the photo!raphs I re-photo!raph 
and reuse as source material for colla!e tend to already depict some !esture 
of obliteration: hand coverin! the eyes, objects held in front of the face, 
somethin! in the way, etc. In that sense, the identity / locality / specificness 
that Rovner speaks about has already been made blank, anonymous, non-
specific the “first” time around – in the photo!raph proper. The !esture of
re-photo!raphin! ima!es depictin! such !estures then mi!ht be understood 
as addin! an additional layer of obliteration. The process of pro!ressive 
obliteration and de!radation of an ima!e further strips an ima!e of the 
particularities of what it may have referred to in specific terms, turnin! it into 
a model of sorts. Comprisin! parts that are copies, re-photo!raphs or
re-prints of other ima!es – less-than-faithful replicas of previous 
representation – colla!ed ima!es can only ever function as a de!raded and 
obliterated reduction of somethin! supposedly more “proper.” But because 
my photo!raphs already point to a particular failure of photo!raphy to 
depict or properly show subjects (since they are hidin! in front of the camera 
when its demand is for them to be exposed), we actually cannot speak of 
somethin! more “proper.” My colla!es can then only ever be revealed as an 
inadequate representation of somethin! already inadequate. A re-photo-
!raph clearly acknowled!es that it is not tryin! to copy anythin! it mi!ht 
think is real; it already knows that such a thin! would be impossible. There is 
a certain mockery of the photo!raphic apparatus inherent in the act of re-
photo!raphin! and re-printin!, in copyin! what is already a copy. Re-photo-
!raph holds a distortin! mirror to its (deluded) source version by exposin! 
the inadequacy and the failure of the copy it is copyin!. 

We could perhaps say that the process of copyin! and re-copyin! in my 
work – removal and further removal – operates as a kind of layerin! (or 

  !' Michal Rovner and John Tusa, 
BBC Radio ) interview, transcript 
at: h%p://www.bbc.co.uk/
radio)/johntusainterview/
rovner_transcript.shtml
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peelin! o") of multiple layers of inauthenticity, “undermin[in!] the 
appearance of a seamless reality” and disclosin! what Dou!las Crimp calls 
the fiction of “the supposed autonomous and unitary self” in order to reveal 
this fiction as “nothin! other than a discontinuous series of representations, 
copies, fakes.”%, In another sense, the accentuatin! of layers of inauthenticity 
(and layers of de!radation, obliteration) mi!ht be seen in terms of framin! 
experience as, “not the real thin!,” but as possibility – to evoke Heide!!er’s 
idea of inauthenticity as a fundamental characteristic of bein! human, 
framin! the notion of human existence as “a scene of possibility.”%-

A re-representation of inadequate representation, because of its self-
awareness of bein! a copy, is freed from the burden of havin! to be faithful 
to a likeness of somethin! purportin! to be the “real thin!.” As opposed to 
photo!raphy, with its penchant for illusion and its a"ectation to depict 
thin!s “as they really are,” or even “as they are really seen” – colla!e wears its 
own inadequacy as representation of somethin! “whole,” “authentic” or 
“real” readily on its face, by flauntin! its patches, cuts and sutures, its 
weathered and de!raded appearance, and its austerity and second-rate 
status as a copy. The less an ima!e tries to be like somethin! real, the less it 

  !, Crimp, “The Photo#raphic 
Activity of Postmodernism,” &!,.

  !+ Curtis Bowman, “Heide##er, the 
Uncanny, and Jacques Tourner’s 
Horror Films,” in Dark Thoughts: 
Philosophic Reflections on 
Cinematic Horror, ed. Steven Jay 
Schneider and Daniel Shaw 
(Lanham, Maryland and Oxford: 
The Scarecrow Press Inc., &!!)), 
,&.

Vlatka Horvat, Doubles Stitched 
(!$), "#)). Folded inkjet prints 
sewn, mounted on archival 
bookbindin! board. Ima!e 
courtesy the artist.

Vlatka Horvat, Dvojnici vezani (!$), 
"#))., Presavijeni &ivani inkjet 
printovi na arhivskom kartonu za 
uveze, ljubazno&'u autorice.
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concerns itself with the appearances resemblin! other appearances – that 
which it puts forward becomes, paradoxically perhaps, plausible as a 
proposition. 

To invoke Baudrillard’s notion of simulacrum, “the ima!e no lon!er 
corresponds to reality, but becomes a kind of reality in and of itself.”%. No 
lon!er a copy of the real, but a simulation of somethin! which does not – 
and never has / never can – exist. We can perhaps say that the colla!e in 
!eneral functions as a simulation of “somethin! that never was,” but because 
it announces its representational obviousness and the transparency of its 
!estures, it is simultaneously enactin! its own destruction of the simulated 
ima!e. In my work then, the simulation always seems to be a de!raded, 
rather than an improved, picture of somethin!. So whereas the simulation 
does present itself as a kind of a factual reality-in-ima!e, it is also 
unabashedly announcin! itself as “less than” rather than “more than.” I 
should point out also that this “less than real” simulation doesn’t position 
itself as “less than real” in order to convince anyone that that which it is not 
(simulatin! properly) is real by contrast. Quite the contrary – the colla!e 
simulates somethin! in a “less than” way so as to expose the inauthenticity 
or the una'ainability of the (“properly”) simulated picture itself.

The chimerical, machinistic, severed, multiplied or au!mented creatures 
inhabitin! the pa!es of my colla!es are o"ered there as facts, in that there is 
no ne!otiation or process that would – even on the level of projection, 
fantasy or conjecture – release them from their predicament. They are fixed 
in an ima!e, fixed as ima!es, as opposed to the fi!ure in the photo!raphs, 
whose predicaments can at least be ima!ined as havin! a way out. A hint of 
possible return to normalcy persists in the photo!raph precisely because of 
its connection to an actual body and an actual event – even if that event is 
understood to be inauthentic, sta!ed or fictional. Presumably, what a body 
can enact, it can also !et out of. In contrast, in colla!e, the physically 
impossible multiplication of body/parts, cu'in! of body/parts, fusion of body 
and object, distortion of scale, reversal and confusion of fi!ure and !round, 
front and back, top and bo'om are all irreversible – once !lued, stuck (or in 
the case of this work, sewn) in place, the propositions cannot be undone, 
except by destroyin! the ima!e in the process. There is no returnin! the body 
or indeed the ima!e to some fixed notion of “how it was before”. The body, 
the objects and the space/surface of the pa!e are all locked in a permanent 
state of dislocation. 

  !$ Fo#le, The Last Picture Show, ",.

Vlatka Horvat, Hiding, "##*. 
C-Prints (a set of )#). Ima!es 
courtesy the artist.

Vlatka Horvat, Skrivanje, c-printovi 
(komplet od )#), ljubazno&'u 
autorice.
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In that sense, we could say that the works on paper do not depict 
thin!s, but rather make or stage them.&% Ima!e in colla!e isn’t ‘like 
somethin!;’ it ‘is somethin!’ and furthermore, it ‘does somethin!.’ 

Runnin! Close, Fallin! Flat: Photo!raphy and Colla!e, and Lived 
Experience

Lookin! at my photo!raphs a!ain, I would say that because of their proximity 
to the live event, my photo!raphs – on one level at least – sta!e research 
into action, into representational possibilities of body in space. Colla!e, on 
the other hand, sta!es research explicitly into representational possibilities of 
image, and in particular possibilities of ima!e of the body. Or to frame it 
sli!htly di"erently – in the photos, I en!a!e an inquiry into a process of 
discombobulatin! the fi!ure by depictin! activities in which the body 
interacts with spaces and objects in it in particular ways. Because I do not use 
Photoshop to enact chan!es to the body but focus instead on what can be 
done usin! improvisation, trial and error, etc., the e"ect of the body 
appearin! chopped up, interrupted, decapitated and otherwise dismantled or 
violated is a result of the framin!, spatial relations, play of perspective, 
optical e"ects, etc. In Searching, for instance, the body appears “decapitated,” 
but in fact the fi!ure’s head is inserted in the pipe / bucket / hed!e. And in 
Obstructed, the body is obscured by the pillar and the detached shadow 
which does not “belon!” to the body is an illusion produced by the 
combination of the camera’s position in a particular place and the play of 
li!ht in the space. As !rotesque or disconcertin! as some of these ima!es 
may be, the e"ect produced can always be “explained” in simple, non-violent 
terms. In photo!raphy, you simply cannot break up the body much more 
than it has been done in Obstructed. In colla!e, on the other hand, the same 
process of dismantlin! the ima!e of the body takes place, but I am able to 
take it further because of the freedom a"orded by the medium. The body can 
here be discombobulated in much more severe ways: torn and severed, cut 
o" and shredded, rearran!ed and mer!ed with other objects, skewed in 
terms of scale, multiplied, crossed out. The violence in colla!e can be 
employed in quite a literal way as !estures of cu'in! and severin! are not 
just conjured or simulated the way they are in the photos, but are enacted in 
a tan!ible, direct way – with a pair of scissors and an utility knife.  "! Koerner, “Bosch’s Equipment,” 

*,.
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Because it is clear that an optical illusion of the body’s dismemberment 
is operatin! in the photo!raphs, it is possible for these works to invite the 
question, “Where is the rest?” – not in a psycholo!ical sense, but in a visual 
sense, as in: “Where (in the ima!e) did the rest of the body !o?,” or “How did 
you do this?” There is a sense that the body is there somewhere althou!h it is 
unseen by the camera. In colla!e by contrast, the ima!e of the body was 
never “whole”-but-obscured; it is always already a cut-out to be!in with. 
Even ima!e in colla!e that has not been chopped up into pieces exudes a 
certain brutality. There is violence, carelessness and recklessness inherent in 
the textual and visual qualities of the medium – in its provisional homemade 
aesthetic, in its containment and re-contextualisation of de!raded or 
appropriated ima!es. An ima!e of the body can accidentally lose an ear, or a 
heel, or a side of an arm. There is a violence in the separation alone, in the act 
of removal of an ima!e – of any ima!e – from the back!round, from the 
pa!e. Because a surface of an ima!e is a play between multiple levels of 
back!rounds and fore!rounds, contin!ent on the relational dynamics of acts 
of perception, it is impossible to distin!uish in an ima!e where one thin! 
ends and another one be!ins, where the “ed!es” between object or fi!ure 
and !round may be, and therefore also impossible to determine the 
“wholeness” of any ima!e or fi!ure bein! removed from a lar!er ima!e.

In terms of the consequence the above insi!hts mi!ht have for the 
viewer – there is a di"erence between how we read a fi!ure, parts of whom 
have been obscured by objects or landscape, but whose ima!e maintains a 
connection to the supposed wholeness or realness of the (performer’s) body; 
and how we read or construct a “fi!ure” that is not and never was 
represented as “whole,” or “authentic,” or “ori!inal.” In the photo!raphic 
work, the ima!e of the body tends to still conjure up a “body-as-we-know-it” 
because of the direct link a photo!raph maintains to the event which 
produced the representation. Lookin! at the photo!raphs, we are – to some 
extent at least – aware of the present-but-hidden “whole” fi!ure, in that we 
presume that the rest of it is there somewhere, behind the pillar for instance, 
or inside the bucket, or in the box, or under the coat. In colla!e, on the other 
hand, what we could refer to as the “fi!ure” is always already !oin! to be an 
arran!ement of parts, a set of fra!ments, a copy, a re-production, a 
composite of le#overs. It is always !oin! to refer only to its own status as a 
proposition. When we read the fi!ure thus presented, we are “makin! 
someone” (or somethin!!) as it has been “made” previously only in 
representation. 

When examinin! my move from photo!raphy to colla!e, the followin! 
question mi!ht emer!e from this discussion: Why didn’t Obstructed send me 
to Photoshop? Why move to colla!e instead? Whereas it would certainly be 
possible to enact the same kinds of !estures upon an ima!e of the body 
usin! Photoshop as it is usin! colla!e (and much more!), a crucial aspect of 
colla!e that sets it apart from Photoshop – and which is what draws me to it 
– is that colla!e flaunts its unrealistic intervention. It is not illusionistic in the 
way Photoshop o#en is and it doesn’t strive to deceive, convince or 
manipulate the viewer into believin! that you are lookin! at somethin! other 
than what you are lookin! at – that is, an intervention upon an ima!e. 
Contrary to Photoshop, colla!e performs its “I tore the world” relation very 
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loudly. We could say that colla!e owns up to its act by displayin! its 
intentions on its very face. A stron! sense of a!ency is manifest in colla!e’s 
destructive or horrid reshu/in! of the visual order, which is played out here 
in a very di"erent way than in Photoshop. There is an obviousness to the 
!esture in colla!e, a self-awareness of inadequacy of representation that the 
medium not only readily acknowled!es, but blatantly underscores.

Not only does colla!e perform its a!ency by overtly and 
confrontationally assertin! its intervention upon the ima!e, or perform its 
poor-and-de!raded “ima!es of ima!es, representations of representations” 
status,&& but its !estures also imply a di"erent level of investment, or 
vulnerability, than those conjured by photo!raphy. In the makin! of the 
photo!raphic series, there is a body bein! employed, bein! “handled,” bein! 
put in a place. Somethin! is at stake in that process – a sense of someone 
pu'in! herself on the line. By contrast, the implication in colla!e is that 
someone sat at a table with scissors and enacted a cut a#er a cut; someone 
exercised power, played !od. 

To reframe this point in terms of my own a!ency – in enactin! the 
photos, I put myself on a line: I squeeze into spaces that are too small for my 
body; I !et packa!ed in all manner of containers and wraps; I han! o" of 
tress, !oal posts and ladders; I dive head-first into piles of hay, openin!s in 
buckets and pipes. These enactments !arner an added element of unease, 
embarrassment and vulnerability, considerin! that many of these awkward 
feats are undertaken in public places. Workin! in colla!e, on the other hand, I 
make decisions from a distance and enact them rashly on my body’s 
unfortunate paper avatar. There is somethin! rather crueller or more crude at 
least, less subtle, in this process and consequently more confrontin! or more   "" Bush, “The Latest Picture,” &'&.

Vlatka Horvat, Hybrids (!%), 
(&!), "##$. Colla!e on paper. 
Ima!es courtesy the artist

Vlatka Horvat, Hibridi (!%), (&!), 
"##$., kola% na papiru, 
ljubazno&'u autorice.
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disconcertin!. Because of the double removal from the actual body-doin!-
thin!s and the “avatar quality” of the ima!e – its representational 
obviousness – you can do thin!s to the ima!e that you could never do with 
the body or to the body. You can subject an ima!e to indi!nities that you 
yourself mi!ht prefer to avoid. Consequently, there is (has to be) a level of 
care implicit in the photos, a re!ard towards the body, emer!in! precisely 
from an invocation of an actual body that was used as a tool, a material in 
the ima!es’ production. There is no care – and it is not needed – in the 
colla!es, but a botchedness and a sense of haste. The fact that it is a re-
photo!raph, a de!raded re-print or a poor copy lends it a certain throwaway 
quality; the fact that it is only paper means you can rip it; the fact that it is 
only image of the body means that you can cut it up into pieces.

When it comes to the way the body is treated in my work, there are 
always two distinct types of !estures employed simultaneously: cu'in! up / 
choppin! o" / severance on the one side, and recombinin! / multiplyin! / 
reconfi!urin! on the other. Each of these methods conjures up a very 
di"erent sets of options for what we are lookin! at. With that in mind, I 
would su!!est that as much as the body and the physical world !et framed 
in my work as sites of delusion, collapse, failure, fra!mentation, 
obsessiveness – such as in the work titled To Nothing which depicts a !radual 
and systematic removal of one body part at a time until there is nothin! – 
they are also simultaneously invoked as sites of repair, renewal, resistance, 
fantasy, possibility, play, ima!ination – as in Body Chair (Charts), which starts 
with same source ima!e as To Nothing and employs much of the same visual 
economy, but its lo!ic of removal of body parts is combined with an 
additional !esture of replacement of body parts with chair parts, leadin! to a 
very di"erent end. The process of employin! these seemin!ly contradictory 
propositions (cu'in! and mer!in!, or removin! and addin!) alon!side one 
another unse'les the cate!ories of fractured / complete, unstable / 
permanent, irreversible / unfixed, while at once disruptin! the clear-cut lines 
that supposedly separate human from not human, real from not real, alive 
from not alive. 

Another and Another: Seriality and Repetition, Ways and Versions

Most of my works in photo!raphy and colla!e are manifested in a serial form, 
as catalo!ues of sorts of the multiple versions of the same thin!, as 
examples, lists of possible ways to do the same thin!. Within that framework, 
the individual items in each series become framed as multiple iterations of 
“what if,” as demonstrations of potential interactions, rather than 
documentation of bona fide encounters. In the context of a series, each 
ima!e, or version, functions as “another way,” “another example,” “another 
instance,” “another a'empt” – none !iven a status of bein! final or fixed or 
“done.”

When considered from the perspective of a series, these colla!es can 
then be said to perform the possibility of somethin! bein! enactable, while 
simultaneously a'estin! that no definitive representation of such actions is 
possible, only possible re-presentations. This a"ect resonates from 
performance-based photo!raphy as well, I think, but in colla!e it operates in 
particularly e"ective ways. I claimed earlier that my colla!es function as 
blatant ma'er-of-fact propositions, as un-ne!otiable and in many ways 
brutal assertions. While I maintain that there is violence and crudeness both 
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in the colla!e’s !estures and in the objectness of its iterations, I would 
su!!est that when these crude and violent !esture are performed over and 
over a!ain, !eneratin! series of blatant propositions, there is also a certain 
fra!ility to the process of – repeated and in e"ect, arbitrary – cu'in! and 
stickin! of X to Y. A provisionality that speaks of an improvised set of 
solutions, of a process of “makin! do,” which could not produce any other 
kind of ima!e or a proposition than one that is ostentatiously temporary. 

In that sense, when the colla!e asserts, as it does in Hybrids for 
instance, “I stuck the window on the head,” and then follows it with, “I stuck 
the wheel on the head,” and then with, “I stuck the faucet on the head,” each 
new assertion intimates more and more a sense of possibility that the 
window, or the wheel, or the faucet could have been stuck elsewhere, or that 

Vlatka Horvat, Obstructed (I) 
(detail), "##+. C-Prints. Ima!e 
courtesy the artist.

Vlatka Horvat, Opstruirano (I) 
(detalj), "##+., c-print, ljubazno&'u 
autorice.
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the window, the wheel, or the faucet mi!ht have been a brick, or a TV, or a 
hammer. On one level, the arbitrariness and the listin! evoke a sense of 
possibility and multiplicity, as one arran!ement conjures up the availability of 
other possible ways it mi!ht have been done, speaks of other equally stran!e 
or inexplicable combinations that might be. On another level, the apparent 
arbitrariness of decisions whereby thin!s are mer!ed to!ether si!nals a 
disre!ard of a certain kind, which is a source of the colla!e’s violence, as 
claimed previously; but is in my view a source of a sense of sadness, or 
bri'leness as well – not only bri'leness of the floated propositions 
themselves, but also of the act of repeated enactments of a !esture that 
insists on its violence.

I would su!!est that there is an element of shock produced in the 
viewer’s encounter with colla!e – any colla!e in fact – but for me, that 
response emer!es “in two parts,” from two distinct moments of realisation: 
Firstly, a realisation of the body havin! been discombobulated or torn apart 
and then re-arran!ed: an unexpectedness of encounterin! a particular 
intervention, a shock (as well as pleasure perhaps) that someone would do 
that, think that, propose that; and secondly, a reco!nition of the arbitrariness 
of the intervention – the mountin! feelin!, as one moves down the line, that 
the re-arran!ement of the body could have been done in myriad other ways. 
The first of these realisations – “the body had been taken apart and messed 
with” – produces perhaps a relatively minor sense of uncanniness – precisely 
because over the course of a series, the same !esture is repeatedly enacted 
upon the ima!e of the body, and consequently, that particular !esture 
becomes normalised – as a de facto condition operatin! in the world of the 
work. It is the second realisation – related to a sense of infinity of possible 
ways and alternatives for such a !esture, as well as a sense of arbitrariness of 
these alternatives, compounded over the course of a series – that carries the 
potential to produce more resoundin! responses of dismay and horror. 

Vlatka Horvat, One on One: Goal, 
"##$. C-Print. Ima!e courtesy the 
artist.

Vlatka Horvat, Jedan na jedan: gol, 
"##$., c-print, ljubazno&'u 
autorice.
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Perhaps we can say that the e"ect produced here is not necessarily arisin! 
from what we can see or what is shown in the work, but from the sense it 
!enerates that there is somethin! which is not, could not be shown, but 
which nonetheless lurks as a possibility.

What sorts of consequences mi!ht this sense of arbitrariness and listin! 
of possibilities have for the viewer? We could say that the work hereby 
su!!ests that the world can be re-arran!ed and, in performin! one brazen 
re-arran!ement a#er another, it floats a fri!htenin! possibility that other – 
un-representable and perhaps unima!inable – re-arran!ements are viable, or 
even inevitable. Perhaps the repetition of this ostentatious !esture also 
indicates that once you start rupturin! the world, once you start makin! cuts 
in the paper, replacin! heads with bushes, takin! thin!s apart and takin! 
thin!s away – that it is not possible to stop. That the dismantlin! of the 
world, or the dismantlin! of sense, of appearance, of anything – is endless 
and inexorable; the availability of endless permutations and possibilities 
producin! an unstoppable momentum. To be clear – I’m not su!!estin! that 

Vlatka Horvat, Out Lined (Figure) 
III, "#)). Work on paper. Ima!e 
courtesy the artist.

Vlatka Horvat, Obrubljena (figura) 
III, "#))., rad na papiru, 
ljubazno&'u autorice.
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the possibilities I’m floatin! here are necessarily to be taken as sin!ularly 
dystopian telltale si!ns, as there is in my view both excitement and terror 
emanatin! from the sense of endless and unstoppable possibilities for 
reconfi!uration and chan!e. The examples I conjured above mi!ht be seen as 
implicatin! various contexts of social, cultural and political activity – brin!in! 
to mind revolutions and upheavals, transformations of political systems and 
of social order, scientific, technolo!ical, medical and other kinds of 
experimentation and intervention, especially upon the body and life forms – 
all of them complex and intricate as movements / practices / dynamics, and 
all of them accompanied with contentious and jarrin! questions and 
consequences.

Perhaps all this is just to say that the colla!es sta!e a temporary, self-
conscious cu'in! / joinin! / re-orderin! / collision of parts and objects, 
ima!es, planes and surfaces and present their “results” or propositions both 
as “facts” – a woman with a head that is a one-way street si!n, or a head 
that is her own arm, or a head that is the “thin!” itself; and as a kind of 
flauntin! performance – a rupture, a ri# that opens up multiplication of 
possibility. There is somethin! !rotesque and perhaps overly fecund 
emer!in! from the colla!es, which I don’t think is resident in the 
photo!raphs in quite the same way. For me, lookin! at the works on paper, 
Anatomies in particular, produces a particular unfathomable tension that is 
borne out of overly fecund multiplication and its incessant repetition: a 
tension between a sense of pleasure and a sense of horrific possibility. I find 
that there is somethin! simultaneously excitin! and captivatin!, as well as 
!ruesome and fri!htenin! in the multiplication of arms and le!s, in the 
infinity of options that are fla!!ed but not exhausted, and in the su!!estion 
of the seemin!ly endless possibilities of bodily transformation: beauty, 
playfulness, fecundity, life and horror of that, conjured all at once.

Vlatka Horvat: Rad dijelova 
(detalj), "##+., kola% na papiru (set 
od ,), ljubazno&'u autorice.

Vlatka Horvat, Parts Work (detail), 
"##+. Colla!e on paper (a set of ,). 
Ima!es courtesy the artist.Fr
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